
Accessing Claims Retriever 

What is Claims Retriever? 

This new feature connects members’ medical, dental or vision carrier portals with their HealthEquity 

member portal to automatically display claims. With Claims Retriever, members who are not currently 

receiving claims through integration can now enjoy the convenience of having their claims displayed 

within their HealthEquity portal. 

How does Claims Retriever benefit my members? 

Having claims automatically sent to members’ HealthEquity portal allows them to: 

- Trigger payments and/or reimbursements without having to manually enter claim information. 

- Store claims for historical records. 

- Substantiate card transactions to decrease the likelihood of having to provide a receipt or EOB 

for FSA or HRA account transactions. 

How does it work? 

Claims Retriever makes it easy to collect and sweep claims information from various carrier portals to 

HealthEquity accounts by allowing your members to enter their login credentials to each of their carrier 

portals. 

Once they have set up their connections, Claims Retriever will take care of the rest by gathering and 

delivering any of their claims directly to their HealthEquity account. It does all the heavy lifting and 

presents claims so that your members can manage their healthcare expenses effectively. 

 



How it works 

Eligible members must agree to begin receiving integrated claims by following these steps: 

1. Member clicks 'Claims Retriever by TPA Stream' in the Resources section on their Health Equity 

Member Portal home page. 

2. The Claims Retriever sign up page will open in a new window. 

 

3. Member selects their carrier from those shown or from the drop down. 

 

  



4. Member enters the username and password used to access their insurance carrier's site.  

Member must also agree to the Terms of Use and approve the transfer of their claims to 

HealthEquity.  (This creates a single sign-on between HQY and the insurance carrier.) 

 

5. That's it! Member can click 'Add account' to add additional carriers such as Rx, dental, or vision. 

 

Future claims will be sent from the member’s selected carriers to their member portal on a nightly basis. 

Prior claims will load in their member portal within two weeks after enrollment. 

  



Troubleshooting 

If the single sign-on is unsuccessful, member will be prompted to troubleshoot the issue. 

 

If member is unsuccessful: 

- Please ensure the member does not have pop ups blocked. 

If member stops receiving integrated claims, they should: 

- Click the' Claims Retriever by TPA Stream' in the Resources list on their HealthEquity Member 

Portal home page. 

- Follow instructions in red to fix the connection. 

 

 


